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Spring Break on Impact

cultural learning and speaking with pastors
rather than doing evangelism. We learned
how to pray for them. It’s important to
not do long term damage with short term
missions,” Yagel said.
The Yakama group “completed different
tasks, including putting shingles on the roof,
painting walls and ceilings of the office area,
taking out the carpet of a house, putting
in hardwood flooring, and constructing a
walkway. A few people also helped pick up
materials from an Indian’s house since he was

continued on page two

continued on page three
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This year’s Break on Impact team went to such places as Athens, Madrid, Brussels, and Yakama Indian Reservation, located in Eastern Washington.
Pictured are a team at the ruins of Corinth (Top), in Madrid, Spain (Left), and eating lunch atop Mars Hill in Athens, Greece.

to Athens, Madrid, Brussels, and Yakama
Indian Reservation, located in Eastern
It all began early on Friday, March 5. Washington.
Sixteen people shivered restlessly in Mac
Many were greatly impacted by their
Circle, waiting for buses to arrive which experiences. “Going into the trip, I thought
would take them to the airport. This was it would be a good experience but I never
only the beginning of their journey. Their thought God would have blessed and used it
final destination was Athens, Greece.
in the ways He has and will,” said freshman
More students set out from Covenant later Kimberly Gyger, who went to Greece.
that day and the next. During spring break,
In Brussels, senior Peter Yagel and
51 Covenant students and leaders went others worked with the Muslim immigrant
on RUF Break on Impact Missions trips population. “We spent a lot of time doing

by Amy Reed

by Keifer Wynn
One of Covenant College’s most integral
departments, Facilities Services, has undergone various innovations, restructurings,
and personnel changes. According to Joseph
Dunkin, the new head of facilities services,
these changes were formulated to “improve
and codify current procedures, closer management of employee time and inventory
control with an eye toward better customer
service and stewardship of resources.”
First, Facilities management has undertaken the task of insuring better returns for
their work-study students by attempting to
coordinate with their schedules, eliminating
the shortfalls that sometimes occur when
differing hours create differing workforce
capabilities and strengths.
Secondly, Facilities seeks to improve the
efficiency of the workforce that is employed
by keeping close tabs not only on what is
being done by the workers, but the why
and where of how time and effort is being
spent, seeking to maximize the abilities of
the forces deployed but the extent of the
work done as well. This is done to eliminate
overlapping and duplication of services and
to insure that workers receive a good return
for their service. This efficiency also allows
for an oft-forgotten facilities management
responsibility, namely, meeting 11th hour
semi-emergencies that may go unnoticed by
the student body or issues that require immediate attention--situations that an unorganized workforce could not address.
Another change in Facilities management has been the addition of Dunkin as
Facilities Services Manager, hired in order
to better coordinate documentation efforts
and communication. Although Dunkin was
only hired this year, Facilities Services has
already seen a great benefit in this new addition to its staff. Corey Dupree, Facilities
Management Supervisor, praised Dunkin,
saying that, thanks to Joseph Dunkin: “I
have seen greater communication within
the department and out to our customers,
as well as greater emphasis on documenting
procedures with a view to improving customer service.”
This early success is due in part to
Dunkin’s view of the purpose of Facilities
Services, namely “to serve God’s people and
to steward the resources to accomplish that
task.”
“We love the students we work for. They
are the reason we are here,” Dunkin said.
The facilities services workers were generally supportive of the changes in structure
although they expressed some reservations
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Facilities
Improves
Efficiency
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Students go on Spring Break Mission Trips
Greece and were trying to get to somewhere
else,” Brown said.
evicted from his home.
The men of the Athens team were greatly
“Every afternoon, we played with 30-40 impacted by their interaction with the
kids. We were able to show them the love refugees. “These men simply needed to be
of Christ by playing jump rope, hopscotch, reminded they were human. My heart ached
four square, and giving piggyback rides,” said for them, as I identified with them as people
junior Brooke Wilbanks.
not much different than me, but people who
In Athens, students spent time talking to were searching for something much bigger
university students. While with the Covenant than they themselves realized. I came to
team, I met a girl who came right out and said see that I could not do anything for them...
she did not believe in God, and wanted to simply just trust that God would be faithful
know what we believed. As we explained the in using my conversation to His glory,” said
gospel to her, I could not help but experience Ben Loderhose, Assistant Resident Director
some shock in the fact that she had probably of Carter Hall.
never heard what we were saying before. As
Overall, the RUF Break on Impact
someone who became a Christian at a young Mission trips that took place during Spring
age, it is difficult for me to comprehend living Break were significant experiences for all
my life without Christ. I can’t even imagine who attended. Participants experienced rich
how much harder life would be.
culture-learning and Christian fellowship.
The next day, the guys on the trip, led by RUF
“During this trip I learned how much
Campus Minister Ron Brown, volunteered at people need the Lord. I learned so much
Helping Hands, a local ministry which, that about the culture of the Yakama people.
day, was helping refugees take showers.
There is sadness and desperation that almost
“They would come in and get a number to defines the reservation. Yet, at the same time,
wait their turn. While there, they drank some I also saw God working in so many ways.
really sweet tea. We sat with them and talked Through Christ’s power, we were able to show
with them as much as we could. It was really the love of Christ to these people. I fell in
tough to communicate with most of the men love with the Yakama people and although I
I sat with. They were from Algeria. They am not there now, I can and will continue to
spoke little English. With one guy I resorted pray for them,” Wilbanks said.
to drawing on a napkin to communicate. All
of the men I spoke to were Muslim. It was
clear to me that they didn’t want to be in
amy.reed@covenant.edu
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Elizabeth Brink ‘11, Kimberly Gyger ‘13, and Lianne Visser ‘11, explore the Acropolis in Athens,
Greece, along with the rest of their Break on Impact team. It was raining.

Strategic Plan: Common Language Document
Change Iraq
one child at a
time.
Join our team
serving at
English-speaking Christian
schools in
secure northern
Iraq.
Visit
www.csmedes.org

to learn more.

by Lindsay Burkholder
Covenant College is composing what is
being called the Common Language Document, a document that will be used by all
departments and offices to show Covenant’s
mission and values.
“It’s really an effort to be more consistent in
what all of us say about Covenant, that we’re
all talking from the same script,” Jim Drexler,
Chair of Education, said, when describing the
Common Language Document. The document is a part of the Connections and Communications trajectory in the Strategic Plan.
Adopted in the spring of 2009, the Strategic Plan is intended to advance the founding
mission of the College, which is to demonstrate the preeminence of Christ in all things
and to “offer the world biblically grounded
men and women equipped to live out extraordinary callings in ordinary places.”
The Connections and Communications trajectory of the Plan, one of four parts, is an ef-

fort to create partnerships and clearly express
The committee then took phrases and
what Covenant stands for. One important step words that were most often used to express
in this trajectory is creating the Common Lan- these themes and compiled a glossary of the
guage Document, which will be used to com- terms and language.
municate Covenant’s mission specifically to
“Once our committee completes its work,
supporters and prospective students.
those phrases and words will be passed on
A committee of six faculty members from to a variety of internal audiences for their
various departments is in charge of creating feedback and input,” Drexler said.
the document. Some of the committee memThe document will probably change a lot
bers are Drexler, Assistant Professor of English during this process of feedback. Many of the
Sarah Huffines, and President Nielson. Other current words or phrases could be altered or
members involved are Sarah Ocando from completely removed. The committee hopes
Admissions, Jenni DeJong from Advancement, to have the document ready by this spring.
and Jen Allen from Communications.
When it is finished, it will be distribut“We have met now 3 or 4 times during ed to the various departments that present
this academic year,” said Drexler. Together, Covenant and its values to donors and pothe committee sifted through all the inter- tential students. It will be used by recruitnal documents that Covenant has produced, ers, Advancement, Admissions, and Comsuch as previous purpose and doctrinal state- munications to ensure that all departments
ments. From these documents, they extract- are representing the College in the same way
ed the common themes and phrases that have and with similar language.
been used throughout Covenant’s history to
describe what the college stands for.
lindsay.burkholder@covenant.edu

Faculty Quote of the Week

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“Ladies, if some guy ever tells you that God told him something that you have to
do, tell him to get on a ship!

Prof. Pat Ralston, CHOW I, on Virgil’s Aeneid
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The Verdict
Yes... to frolicking in
various oceans during
Spring Break.

No... to being so

worn out by Spring
Break that you can no
longer function.

Letters to the editor
are welcome!
Send them by email to bagpipe@
covenant.edu, with “Letter to the
Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 689, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.
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Letters to the Editor:
Dear Editor:
Jonathan Cate, in his recent article, sees
the failure of the health care bill as democracy at its best. But Democratic attempts to
pass healthcare reform have been stymied by
people’s realization that extending healthcare to the poor will actually cost something.
Christians, who claim to be pro-life, have
resisted attempts to guarantee healthcare for
the poor, citing hyped-up fears of government control, “death panels,” or increased
abortions (while, ironically, pro-choice
groups are also condemning the lack of
abortion funding in both the Senate and
House bills). Christians somehow think it is
more likely that a health care industry run
for profit will reflect principles of justice
and fairness than that the government will.
We are convinced that the government of a
democracy is fallen and that business somehow isn’t. Or perhaps, we, who are fortunate
enough to have health insurance, simply
don’t want to pay to guarantee health care
for the working poor and the unemployed.
Cate seems to believe that the American
people have some common grace understanding of what the government should and
should not be doing. But it seems to me

that Americans have come to expect increasing prosperity at no cost. We have eagerly
accepted decades of double-speak, in which
we have been promised that we can lower
taxes, increase services, waste money on illadvised wars, sell our economy to China, and
somehow prosper as a society. Republican
administrations have criticized government
and lowered taxes while increasing the size
of government and government debt at the
same time. How can we deny that the American people themselves are to blame for believing this nonsense? People voted for the
Democrats because of the abuses, corruption,
and economic chaos fostered by a decade
of pro-business cronyism and governmental
failure to regulate financial markets. Christians, who should know better, often supported this ideology of unregulated human
goodness. Though Christian support was often based on a free market ideology that was
supposedly biblical, that ideology too often
reflected our own greed as well. We Christians are, sadly, part of the economic problem
and will most likely oppose any solution—if
one is even possible.
Cate is right that President Obama faces
increasing opposition, though Cate perhaps

shouldn’t be so gleeful about it. Now that
the Democrats have been in power for a year,
people are impatient. Why haven’t the Democrats given us vibrant prosperity (which we
see as our God-given right), full employment,
universal health care, lower health insurance
premiums, and a balanced budget? Voters may
turn back to the Republicans, but they will
soon lose patience with them as well. Neither
of the parties can clean up the mess we have
made and govern this country properly as long
as people continue to believe that the purpose
of government is to guarantee their prosperity
and solve their problems at no cost.
People are hungry for leadership, but the
only leadership they will support is leadership that lies to them or flatters their patriotic vanity. I would think that a Calvinist,
particularly after the vivid demonstrations of
fallenness we have seen in our recent political and economic crises, would be a bit more
sympathetic to the idea that Americans, at all
levels of society, may be behaving irrationally
and selfishly.
- Dr. Cliff Foreman

Want to add your voice to the discussion? Email bagpipe@covenant.edu

From the Senate
by Tim VanVilet
This Friday, Covenant College and the Student Senate have the pleasure of hosting Dr.
Marvin Olasky. He will be addressing the student body in chapel on Friday and speaking informally with students in an afternoon session
at 3:00 p.m. in the second floor of the library.
Dr. Olasky is the provost of King’s College in
New York City and the editor-in-chief of WORLD
Magazine. He served as a professor of journalism at
the University of Texas at Austin from 1983-2008.
He has written 30 books including The Tragedy of
American Compassion, and has advised key political
figures like George W. Bush.
Dr. Olasky has a gripping story of personal

development and growth in his faith. As a
former Marxist and atheist, he has a fascinating testimony about God’s work in his
life. Furthermore, as one of the most prolific
Christian journalists and a person who greatly
influences modern politics, Dr. Olasky has a
unique insight into current events. As one of
the founding members of the World Journalism Institute, and as a man who commands
great respect in the Christian community, it is
a true pleasure to have Dr. Olasky visit with us
on campus. We encourage you to spend time
with Dr. Olasky and take every opportunity to
strike up a conversation with him.

Listen Up!

Live sessions from teams Brandon Snipes &
Morgan Bayer and John Michael Forman &
Dave Connis

timothy.vanvilet@covenant.edu

Facilities Services Changes

“Expanding Your Horizons” with Joe Dodd &
Selah Kulp
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continued from page one

“Eclecticity” from Karin Dahl

about the way in which they are used. A student worker, who wishes to remain anonymous, summed it up like this: “Some of the
jobs we are given feel like simply “busy work”
while other times we are definitely using our
time wisely.”
Additionally, some workers gave positive reviews to the hiring of Joseph Dunkin, using
works such as ‘great’, ‘pleasant’ and ‘efficient’
to describe him and his work. Another unnamed worker described him as “a great person to work for. He is always very friendly and
lets his workers know they are doing a good
job.”
Freshman Stephen Woody empties trash bins
in Jackson Hall while working for facilities.

keifer.wynn@covenant.edu

Tune in to hosts Zach Barnett, Brock Barber
& Brett Roberts, Sam Townes, and Luke
Mosher.

wklt.covenant.edu
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Alice in
Wonderland

A re-imagining by Tim Burton

However, the plot isn’t the main focus here, but the
world that Burton creates.
“This ain’t your father’s ‘Star Trek,’” advertisements
Wonderland is a place that seems almost tailorboldly claimed prior to J.J. Abrams’ blockbuster this made for the Burton treatment, and Burton gives
past May. That tagline kept popping into my mind it his all. He creates a world unlike any we have
while Watching Tim Burton’s Alice in Wonderland seen before, one that is both creepy and dark as it is
adaptation. Forget what Disney gave us back in 1951. enchanting and delightful. Every set piece is magThe director of Sweeney Todd, Sleepy Hollow, and Ed- nificently imaginative with great attention to detail.
ward Scissorhands wipes the slate clean and gives us a There are many instances of dark comedy. We get
world of his own creation. This is Wonderland like to learn what happens to all the heads after they
you’ve never seen it before.
are severed from their bodies. There are also many
In this reimagining of Lewis Carrol’s famous frightening moments, including a rather violent benovels, a 19-year-old Alice Kingsleigh returns to heading of a dragon-like creature.
a Wonderland that is vastly different than what
However, the characters and the actors portrayshe remembered. It is now under the reign of the ing them are the main contributors to Wonderland’s
cruel Red Queen. A resistance to end her tyranny magic. Johnny Depp’s portrayal of the Mad Hatter
is gaining strength, but without Alice all hope is was the center of publicity for the film. Magnifilost. In short, Linda Woolverton’s screenplay isn’t cent as usual, his character lives up to his name. Just
really anything original and has a tendency to lag at as commendable is Mia Wasikowska. The relative
times. We’ve already seen this story countless times. newcomer’s performance as the title character is

by Daniel Tucker

truly magnificent and indicative of future stardom. and never referred to again. It really doesn’t change
Helena Bonham Carter plays the Red Queen to the outcome of the story and is quite pointless. If
perfection and is responsible for a handful of hu- Burton really wanted us to know the real name of
morous moments. The delightful Anne Hathaway this magical world, why isn’t it in the title?
plays her sister, the White Queen, so well you can’t
Alice in Wonderland is more of a visual treat than
help but love her. The voice talents of Alan Rick- it is an enchanting story. It fulfills its purpose by
man as the Blue Caterpillar, Michael Sheen as the providing simple, light entertainment and nothing
White Rabbit, and Stephen Fry as the Cheshire Cat more. It also goes without saying that Burton isn’t
only add to the film’s magic.
for everyone. If you’re not a big fan of Burton or his
Sadly, the strength of the movie is also its weak- style, this movie probably isn’t for you. That being
ness. As enchanting as the images on the screen are, said, it’s obvious Tim Burton had a fun time workwe can’t fully connect with a movie with such a poor ing on the film, but sometimes he gets so caught up
story. It’s like a Narnia rip-off. Not mention that the in his world that he loses the connection with his
script reimagines a bit too much. Just as he did with audience. The only thing preventing the film from
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Burton adapts Car- being truly memorable is a solid script. One can’t
rol’s story so much it starts to resemble anything but help but wonder (or dread) what would have hapthe original work. We learn that the real name of the pened if Burton had brought his own script to life.
world that Alice finds herself in is Underland. When
she visited the first time as youth, she only said the
name wrong. This is just thrown in as a side remark
daniel.tucker@covenant.edu
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Album Review: Joanna Newsom’s Have One on Me

Singer-songwriter Joanna Newsom released
her third full-length album, Have One on Me,
in February.

by Geneva Stegall
My first listen-through of Joanna Newsom’s third official album Have One On
Me left me feeling as if I had picnicked in
a field of wildflowers at noontide, pedaled
my vintage teal Schwinn bicycle (complete
with wire basket) home to my Anthropoligie-ridden suburban cottage, in which I
sang as I showered in my revamped white
claw-footed bathtub, prepared myself a
strawberry parfait, and were currently sitting out on my back porch eating said parfait in the late spring.
Newsom’s musical style echoes a melding
of pseudo-country soul-singer Emmylou
Harris and fellow Californian Tom Waits
(in terms of composition and instrumentation). While Newsom herself claims no
genre, she fits snugly into a modernized

old-time American folk category, and is
also considered to be part of the psych folk
genre (began in the 60s, named for its attempt to imitate the trance-like state resulting from psychedelic drug usage.
The two-hour long, three-disc album
is a refreshing commitment for the ears;
each of the seventeen original songs is a
pleasant experience that leaves the listener
enthralled. The humanly raw and poetic
nature of her lyrics captivates and pulls
the listener into her world—one of oddball fantastical elfish parties and old-fashioned madrigals. Newsom’s folk-esqe poetry is complimented by the sultry, yet lively,
manner in which she plucks her harp—her
second signature, following close behind
her quirky vocals.
Newsom’s voice is often a point of controversy for listeners. The response seems

to be that her squeaks and crooning are
either endearing or grating. Compared to
her previous work, this album showcases
subtler vocals that cater to a wider audience, especially as the album progresses.
Her tone becomes more powerful and less
child-like (a description often used that
Newsom herself resents). This change is a
result of the songstress contracting vocal
cord nodules (a tissue growth that incapacitates vocal chords) early in 2009. She
was able to recover and record Have One
On Me in the same year.
With this album, a marvelous display of
talent, creativity, and an ability to communicate personality, Newsom has firmly established her place in the ranks of this musical generation’s great singer-songwriters.

geneva.stegall@covenant.edu
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Gorillaz

Gimmick Gets

SERIOUS
by Austin Humbles
Gorillaz has always been somewhat of a
novelty. The side project of Blur frontman Damon Albarn and comic book illustrator Jamie
Hewlett, the band is best known for their hit
singles “Clint Eastwood” and “Feel Good, Inc.”
As an “animated band,” they have relied heavily
on a rotating cast of guest artists and slick music
videos for substance, but somehow this group
of cartoon characters has enjoyed double platinum sales and five Grammy nominations.
Their newest album is titled Plastic Beach,
and every song on it is crafted around a central image presented in the cover art: a lonely
mansion perched atop an island formed from
flotsam. The elaborately illustrated back story
for the album retells the psychological tailspin
of Murdoc Niccals, the cartoon “brains” and
bassist of the band, who retreats to the island
to record the “last LP on Earth.” During production, he learns that the island is actually an
ecological disaster of collecting garbage that is
growing as mankind declines.
This forms the basis for the album’s rich
tones of apocalyptic paranoia. “The waves
are rising for this time of year / And nobody
knows what to do with the heat” sings Damon on “Rhinestone Eyes” and guest artist

Gruff Rhys of Super Furry Animals warns that
the “sea is radioactive” in the chorus of “Superfast
Jellyfish.” The album is incredibly consistent thematically, considering the “band” has shied away
from a firm identity in the past. And despite the
uncertain future of the LP format, Plastic Beach is
a concept album meant to be heard in its entirety.
Gorillaz has always been known as genrebending band, but Plastic Beach explores new
territory, deftly blending disparate musical styles.
The album opens with a string score that fades
into an electro-funk backing track for Snoop
Dogg. Arabic orchestra and British grime find
a home together on “White Flag.” Soul heavyweight Bobby Womack comfortably shares the
mic with Mos Def on “Stylo.” De La Soul contributes the verses for “Superfast Jellyfish.” Even
Mick Jones and Paul Simonon of The Clash
make a brief appearance on “Plastic Beach.”
These guest artists enhance Plastic Beach with
their presence but are never allowed deviate too
far from its wider vision.
For doubters, Plastic Beach is all the necessary
proof that Gorillaz has transitioned from an
MTV-fueled gimmick to a more mature musical endeavor. For fans, it shows that this so-called
“side-project” may have much more in store.

austin.humbles@covenant.edu
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Wednesday, March 24 is the last day to submit your film for

The Broad Street Film Festival
Bring your film to the Film Club office in Jackson Hall. It should be formatted as a Quicktime
Movie. Nothing will be accepted after the 24th.
covenant.filmclub@gmail.com
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I am a
Theistic
Evolutionist
A closer look at evolution.
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by Matthew Baddorf
Confession time: I am a theist evolutionist.
When I was young, I devoured books arguing
against evolution with great zeal. Repeated (and
often unhappy) exposure to the other side of the
debate has caused me to change my mind, however. I now think that God most likely created
the biological species through macro-evolutionary processes, quite possibly without the use of
any miracles until Adam. Now I don’t expect to
convince many people who disbelieve evolution
to change their minds here. This is as it should
be; it’s a big issue, and deserves more careful
thought than a Bagpipe article affords. Here, I’d
just like to touch on a few arguments against evolution that seem to me to be as wrong as they
are popular. (I’m indebted to Denis Alexander’s
Creation and Evolution: Do We Have to Choose?
for much of what follows, and I wholeheartedly
recommend this book.)
1. The only reason biologists believe in evolution
is because it supports their naturalistic worldview.

Well, no. For one thing, scientists are not as
biased as we think, and they usually love people
who can find holes in prevailing theories. In any
case, the issue is not whether naturalistic biologists have good reasons for believing in evolution,
but whether there actually are good reasons.
And according to Alexander (an evangelical
and a professional biologist), there are: most
compellingly, thousands of our genes, currently
‘turned off’ and inactive, that precisely match
those of our evolutionary ancestors. Why would
God create unneeded, unused genes that match
those of long-dead species?
Believing there is no good scientific evidence
for evolution requires dismissing Christian evolutionary biologists, who have spent years studying the subject, as just foolish—which is surely
an insult to their profession. For those of us who
haven’t studied evolutionary biology in detail,
simply making this accusation against brothers
and sisters who have requires incredible pride.
2. Scripture clearly teaches that the world was
made in seven 24-hour days.

This amounts to saying that it is clear God
wants us to read Genesis 1 literally. Why should
we assume this when, as we learned in Old Testament, the argumentative points the passage was
written to teach have nothing to do with evolution? Some texts (like the resurrection narrative)
have to be literal to support what the author is
trying to say, but that isn’t the case for Genesis 1.
As far as I can tell, we assume that Genesis 1 is
literal because we are children of the West, and
prize the literal and empirical over the poetic and
metaphysical. But I don’t know of evidence that
Moses or Jesus (or the broader historical Church,
for that matter) share our bias.
3. Evolution has no room for the Imago Dei
or a historical Fall.
This objection rests on a failure to distinguish between homo sapiens as a biological species and the spiritual man. Just because we think
that evolution produced homo sapiens from the
dust over a period of time, doesn’t mean that
God did not choose to breath his spirit on one
particular man, Adam, and make him the first

spiritual man (homo spiritus, maybe?), imbued
with God’s image, able to commune with God,
and our representative head. This man and his
wife were to rule the whole earth (including
the homo sapiens that had not yet been blessed
with new life), but they sinned. Now, I know
that raises questions I can’t answer here, and I
don’t know whether that’s best way to interpret
Genesis 2 and on, but it’s seems possible.
Of course, there may be good theological
reasons to reject biological evolution that I
simply have not come across. There might
even be intractable scientific problems with
it—although given the speed of scientific
progression, we should be slow to label
problems ‘intractable.’ There does not seem
to be any reason to simply reject evolution
outright as obviously deficient.
Theistic evolution is possible. More important, it seems faithful. And we can all agree
that that’s what counts.

mbaddorf@covenant.edu

Is Covenant Becoming Emergent?
if you don’t like George W. Bush or institutions
or big business or capitalism…if your political
I recently read Kevin DeYoung and Ted concerns are poverty, AIDS, imperialism, warKluck’s book Why We’re Not Emergent: By Two mongering, CEO salaries, consumerism, global
Guys Who Should Be. This book should not only warming, racism, and oppression, and not so
make us smile, but should kick us in the shins, much abortion and gay marriage…if you grew
too! After reading it, I couldn’t help but think, up in a very conservative Christian home that
“Is Covenant becoming ‘emergent’?”
in retrospect seems legalistic, naive, and rigid…
According to Kevin DeYoung, you might be if you support women in all levels of ministry,
emergent if you “drink lattes in the afternoon prioritize urban over suburban, and like your
and Guinness in the evenings, and always use theology narrative instead of systematic…if
a Mac…if your reading list consists of Stanley you want to be the church and not just go to
Hauerwas, N.T. Wright, Jim Wallis [ring a bell church…if you believe doctrine gets in the way
any Comm Dev majors?], and Lesslie New- of an interactive relationship with Jesus…if you
bigin…if your idea of quintessential Christian believe salvation has a little to do with atoning
discipleship is Mother Teresa, Martin Luther for guilt and a lot to do with bringing the whole
King Jr., Nelson Mandela, or Desmond Tutu… creation back into shalom with its Maker—if

by Nathan Newman

all or most of this tortuously long sentence
describes you, then you might be an emergent
Christian” [Selections from Kevin DeYoung
and Ted Kluck’s even longer sentence].
What does this mean for Covenant? We value so many of the things in DeYoung’s list of
what it means to be “emergent.” But, DeYoung
encourages us, “You can be young, passionate
about Jesus Christ, surrounded by diversity, engaged in a postmodern world, reared in evangelicalism, and not be an emergent Christian.
In fact, I want to argue that it would be better
if you weren’t.” The emergent church is a strong
voice in today’s Christian community. Tomorrow they are the slippery slope of broken postmodern evangelicalism.
They are talking about good things: caring for

continued on page seven
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Malaria Documentary Hits Covenant

When the Night Comes Confronts America with the Malaria Pandemic
by Rachel Jones & Kayla Underwood
Two weeks ago, sophomores Jones and Underwood caught one of the first screenings of
When the Night Comes in Washington D.C.
They’ve organized a screening at Covenant for
Wednesday, March 24 at 8 p.m. in Brock 118.
The filmmaker, Bobby Bailey (co-founder of
Invisible Children), will be joining via Skype
to answer any questions about the film.
“Malaria, malaria, where do you come from?”
Here in the States, it is hard to imagine
the danger of a single mosquito bite, but
for thousands everyday, one bite could
mean their life.
When the Night Comes tells the story of real
people facing a battle of survival due to malaria.
When looking at numbers, it’s shocking to
compare the swine flu outbreak to the malaria
pandemic. In just 13 days, 31 people died of
swine flu. In the same 13 days, 62,500 people
died of malaria. Yet during that time there
were 250,000 news reports about swine flu
and only 6,000 about malaria. Doing some
math, that means that it takes 10 deaths to
generate one news report on malaria.
Why is something of this magnitude so
little spoken of? The film addresses the fact
that our natural tendency is to “turn away
and block it out as a means to cope.” But
it also addresses the fact that avoiding the
problem, because it is uncomfortable, is
not a viable option.
What many people don’t realize is that malaria is entirely preventable and can easily be
eradicated, just as it was 50 years ago in the US.
Kayla: Malaria became more personal
last summer when I contracted it in Uganda. Even then it wasn’t a threat because I

To Emerge
Or Not
continued from page six
the poor, shalom in our communities, and the
embodiment of the local church. However, the
emergent church seeks to live out their faith in
a postmodern society by adapting and copying
culture, rather than being creators of culture as
is given in the cultural mandate of Genesis 1:27
[For more see Andy Crouch’s Culture Making].
Simply put, the emergent church is trendy. It is
not a sin to be trendy, but it is a sin to make
those trends fit our God. The emergent church
is about decentralizing authority in the church.
The consensus of those involved in the emergent
church dialogue like Mark Driscoll and Kevin
DeYoung are that the emergent church is about
the deconstruction of traditions such as the institutional church, evangelism, and worship.
The emergent church is hard to define because part of what it means to be “emergent” is
to not have a statement of faith. It is a wishy-

had the money for drugs and proper treatment. But for many others that I met this
is not the case, including one little boy that
came to the clinic and passed away in front
of me. For me, the film brought the reality
that this does not have to be the case.
Rachael: I loved that this was not just
another movie to burden us with statistics. The numbers are definitely shocking
and powerful, but it’s the faces and names
behind those numbers that make the is-

sue personal. Scovia, Angel and Nancy
If malaria was so easily eradicated in the
reminded me of my girl friends, and sud- US, why would we think that it cannot also
denly it became impossible to ignore them, end in Africa and around the world? As
and, rather than being weighed down with Bobby Bailey, filmmaker/director, reminds
guilt, my heart broke for my new friends us in his film, “It would be naïve to think
that I have come to love.
that together we can’t end [malaria], and an
Are not our brothers and sisters in Africa injustice not to try.”
made in the image of God? Are their lives any
When the Night Comes is beautiful, disless precious that ours in the sight of our Sav- comforting, inspiring and hopeful. But
ior? It should not be acceptable to live with don’t take our word for it. Come next
an “out of sight, out of mind” mentality.
Wednesday and see for yourself.

washy reactionary movement to the megaseeker-self-centered-commercial-plastic-church
in America. So, in that respect only, it is good.
However, the emergent church says, “throw
away the doctrine and negativity that puts an
emphasis on objective truth because it alienates
people from the church.”
Is there anything good in the emergent church?
The simple objective truth is no, because it is a
church that is built on sand. However, some people like Mark Driscoll use the word emerging to
describe a proper reaction to the mega-seeker-selfcentered-commercial-plastic church in America.
A proper reaction to the emergent church is to
emerge vigilantly biblical when it comes to what
we ought to believe. It comes from having a high
view of God that puts a premium on biblical faithfulness, truth, and doctrine in “word and deed”
(Thanks Chalmers Center and the Community
Development Major that gets it right). That is
why Covenant is not emergent. We must however remain vigilant in daily reminding ourselves
of the gospel truth in our school’s motto, “In all
things Christ Pre-eminent.” Christ must emerge
pre-eminent in all things.

EVENTS CALENDAR

nathan.newman@covenant.edu

Upcoming events at and around Covenant

Covenant College
West Side Story
March 18-20, 25-26 at 7:30 p.m. in the Chapel

When the Night Comes Screening
March 24, 8-10 p.m. in Brock 11

Downtown
Chattanooga Swing at Lindsay Street Hall
Monday nights 7:30-9:30 p.m.

AEC Independent Film Series: A Town Called Panic
March 19-25 at the Majestic. Show times vary.

UTC Minor Ensemble Performance “Catch the Groove”
March 22 at 7:30 p.m. at the Roland Hayes Concert Hall
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BOGEY
Despite a poor finish, three Scots golfers make top 20 at Piedmont

PHOTOS BY GARRETT REID

by Ryan Yackel
While some of us were out sun bathing during Spring
Break, the Covenant College Men’s Golf Team was teeing
off at the 4th Annual Piedmont College Spring Invitational. The Scots finished the invitational 4th overall out of
the eight teams represented, which was well short of their
goal. “We did not finish well,” said Coach Tom Schreiner.
“We were in really good shape with about six holes to play
and should have finished second by several shots. But we
threw about fifteen shots away on the last few holes.”
I had a chance to catch up with the Scots’ top performers over the weekend.
Junior David Spencer individually finished 5th overall
shooting 76 and 77. Spencer was four over the second
day after the front nine, and fought back to even par in
the next six holes. Then the wheels came off on the last
three and he finished bogey, double bogey, double bogey
to shoot 77. When asked what challenges the team faces
this year, Spencer said, “Our putting has really been the
downfall of our team lately, so that’s where we will be practicing the most.”
Team Captain senior Trevor Potts individually finished
15th overall shooting 82 and 79. Potts made a 90 foot putt
for birdie which really brought his round and confidence back.
When asked about his expectation for this spring Potts said,
“Since this is my last season, I would love to finish my last two
tournaments strongly, which will end my career nicely.”
Freshman Anthony Sligh finished an impressive 20th

Spring Break
Sports Scores
Friday, March 5
Men’s baseball at Union College, 2-4 L
Men’s tennis vs. Cedarville University, 6-3 W

Saturday, March 6
Men’s baseball at Union College, 8-6 W, 3-9 L
Women’s softball vs. Trevecca Nazarene University, 2-10 L, 0-7 L

Top: The men’s golf team pictured here with the girls. Coach Tom Schreiner is
looking ahead to April 5 and the Reeder Cup on Lookout Mountain.
Right: Senior Trevor Potts earned 15th last week at the Piedmont Invitational.
Left: Junior David Spencer led the men’s golf team, earning 5th place at Piedmont.

Men’s tennis at Birmingham Southern College,
1-8 L
Men’s tennis at Huntingdon College, 9-0 W
Women’s tennis at Birmingham Southern College, 2-7 L
Women’s tennis at Huntingdon College, 2-7 L

shooting 82 and 80. The little guy said, “I need to work on my short
game, mainly my chipping.” Sligh was happy with the weather saying, “It
helped me play better because I was used to playing on this freezing cold
mountain.” As the second half of the semester gets under way, the Scots
will be playing in much better weather from here on out. “I’m just so tired
of building snowmen before I start my practice at the range,” Sligh said.
The Scots will play next in the Reeder Cup April 5th at Lookout Mountain Golf Club.

ryan.yackel@covenant.edu

Monday, March 8
Men’s baseball vs. Atlanta Christian College,
8-5 W

Tuesday, March 9
Men’s basketball at Bluefield College (NCCAA
Mid-East Region Tournament, Quarter-Finals),
74-96 L

